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handicraft tip

Love is all you need.
Wooden lettering for 
every occasion.
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level of difficultytime required 
each one 15 minutes

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

All you need is Love
46 418 505 Wooden lettering „All you need is love“ FSC100% 1 piece
34 424 616 High gloss Metallic spray, gold 1/10 can
34 424 638 High gloss Metallic spray, copper 1/10 can

Welcome Home
46 419 505 Wooden lettering „Welcome home“ FSC100% 1 piece
34 435 222 Rust-effect spray, rust 1/10 can

Your hug is my…
46 312 000 Wooden lettering „Your hug is my...“ FSC100% 1 piece
34 371 102 Chalky Finish spray, white 1/20 can
34 371 558 Chalky Finish spray, stone grey 1/20 can
34 371 572 Chalky Finish spray, anthracite 1/20 can

Additionally you need: 
Foil, cardboard as underlay for spraying

Used items: Instruction:

Firstly, prepare a cardboard or a corresponding underlay 
for spraying. Cover well all sections except the motif you
want to spray. Then, according to the instructions, shake well 
the spray can for 3 minutes and spray at a distance of 30 cm. 
Let it dry well out.

tip: It is best to spray outside while paying attention to the 
wind direction.

All you need is Love
For the desired colour gradient, start by spraying the upper 
part of the lettering with the copper High gloss Metallic spray, 
allow it to dry for a while and then spray the lower part with the 
gold High gloss Metallic spray.

Your hug is my…
In order to achieve the desired colour gradient, start with the 
anthracite Chalky Finish spray in the middle, let it dry out for a 
while, then spray the upper part of the lettering with the white 
Chalky Finish spray and finally, the lower part of the lettering 
with the stone grey Chalky Finish spray.




